Spectrum scarcity due to inefficient utilisation has ignited a plethora of dynamic spectrum access solutions to accommodate the expanding demand for future wireless networks. Dynamic spectrum access systems allow secondary users to utilise spectrum bands owned by primary users if the resulting interference is kept below a pre-designated threshold. Primary and secondary user spectrum occupancy patterns determine if minimum interference and seamless communications can be guaranteed. Thus, spectrum occupancy prediction is a key component of an optimised dynamic spectrum access system. Spectrum occupancy prediction recently received significant attention in the wireless communications literature. Nevertheless, a single consolidated literature source on statistical spectrum occupancy prediction is not yet available in the open literature. Our main contribution in this paper is to provide a statistical prediction classification framework to categorise and assess current spectrum occupancy models. An overview of statistical sequential prediction is presented first. This statistical background is used to analyse current techniques for spectrum occupancy prediction. This review also extends spectrum occupancy prediction to include cooperative prediction. Finally, theoretical and implementation challenges are discussed.
Introduction
Spectrum scarcity has been a major research topic for the past few decades [1, 2] . Fixed spectrum allocation inefficiency has generated a proliferation of dynamic spectrum access solutions to accommodate the growing demand for wireless and mobile applications. Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) systems typically consist of licensed primary users and opportunistic secondary users. Primary users are the incumbent owners of the spectrum, while the secondary users opportunistically access the spectrum, and are required to inflict limited interference on the primary users ( Fig. 1) . To fulfil such requirements, secondary users must be equipped with a cognitive ability, and reconfigurability, to identify and exploit instantaneous availability of spectrum opportunities (holes) [1, 3] . Spectrum management framework classifies such cognitive ability into few generic functions, referred to as cognitive radio cycle *Correspondence: hamid.o.eltom@ieee.org 1 School of Engineering, RMIT University, 124 La Trobe St, 3000 Melbourne, Australia Full list of author information is available at the end of the article functions. These functions are represented by the secondary user's ability to perform spectrum sensing, decision, sharing, and mobility [3, 4] . Spectrum occupancy prediction (SOP) models were proposed in DSA literature to optimise cognitive cycle functions [5] . SOP models add agility, and adaptability to cognitive radio functions to optimise periodic spectrum sensing scheduling, and channel selection in spectrum decision (Fig. 2) [3] . Similarly, SOP models allow the implementation of a proactive spectrum mobility strategy based on predicted occupancy patterns which avoids collisions with incumbent primary users [5, 6] .
SOP models for DSA systems broadly target occupancy parameters such as channel availability, i.e. prediction of channel status as idle or busy, as well as, duty cycle, i.e. prediction of the average fraction of time the primary user is occupying the channel [7, 8] . Measurements on spectrum occupancy show as in Fig. 3 that spectrum prediction is much required to improve spectrum utilisation efficiency. The common motivation for SOP techniques is to minimise the accumulated time delay due to cognitive cycle processing. By predicting the channel status in advance, more processing time is available for spectrum sensing, decisions, and mobility [5] . SOP models address prediction either explicitly [9] [10] [11] or implicitly. Implicit approaches present SOP models as primary/secondary user activity models. In this review, we address both implicit and explicit formulations as statistical SOP models. Statistical SOP models proposed for spectrum occupancy analysis include Poisson processes [12, 13] , Bayesian prediction [9, 14] , and linear regression [15, 16] . Machine learning-based techniques have also been proposed for model learning including neural networks, time regression, and space vector machines [5, 17, 18] . The surveys in [5, 6] provide a good taxonomy of primary user's Spectrum Prediction Spectrum Sensing
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Access Policy Spectrum Access Spectrum Sniffing Fig. 2 Prediction spectrum prediction in dynamic spectrum access framework activity model collection. This review abstracts and consolidate SOP models in DSA systems, and extends the aforementioned works.
Our contribution in this review paper is a consolidated top-down classification of spectrum occupancy prediction. We present SOP taxonomy in a sequential prediction-based framework. This allows the authors to dissociate the spectrum prediction model from the application assumptions. In other words, this review paper addresses spectrum prediction model selection based on the theoretical sequential prediction stochastic class. The review places techniques adopted in literature into categories based on their theoretical predictor classes. This classification approach highlights candidate prediction techniques suitable for SOP scenarios not extensively covered in current literature. Firstly, we review the fundamentals of statistical prediction. Then, based on the stochastic mixture model framework, we review parametric and non-parametric approaches for underlying stochastic source assignment. Secondly, we describe spectrum occupancy prediction in terms of the stochastic class assignment. We extend mixture model formulation to cooperative spectrum occupancy prediction using decision (hard) and data (soft) fusion techniques. Finally, we elaborate on additional theoretical and practical challenges of sequential spectrum occupancy prediction implementation.
In Section 2, we outline the fundamentals of statistical sequential prediction and detail relevant aspects in section Section 3. A brief review of empirical and statistical-based approaches for SOP modelling is presented in Section 4. Then, we provide a review of current spectrum occupancy techniques in Sections 5, 6, and 7, respectively. This is followed by a review on cooperative spectrum prediction and fusion rules in Section 8. Lastly, we list the challenges in spectrum occupancy prediction in Section 9, and concluding remarks in Section 10.
Background
Is it possible to forecast the short-term evolution of an event? And if possible, how can we quantify the performance of this forecast? [19, 20] . Prediction theory asks such questions and attempts to formulate the problem, and quantify the prediction accuracy. Sequential prediction is deeply embedded in statistics [21] , information theory [22, 23] , machine learning [22] [23] [24] [25] , source coding theory [25] , and gambling [26] among many other disciplines. The term prediction in the literature generally refers to sequential prediction, with an implicit notion of time dependency. However, unlike the estimation problem, the sequential prediction does not seek an interpretation of information, but rather an exploitation of the information to forecast future events [23] . A well-known Power measurement campaign sample for Melbourne LTE system measurements [8] definition of the sequential prediction problem is [19, 20, 23, 27] :
Let a predictor receive a series of sequential observations
At time instant t, the predictor performs an action a t based on the previous observations x t−1 before the observation x t is available. Once x t is available, the predictor then updates the loss function l(a t , x t ).
The loss function l(a t , x t ) is a distance measure, e.g. a squared error l(a t , x t ) = (x t − a t ) 2 . The action a t is generally assigned a t =x t (wherex t is the predictor's guess of x t ) for "next event prediction". Alternatively, a t can represent the confidence in next event prediction, i.e. the conditional probability a t = p t x t |x t−1 of one-step ahead prediction, given a series of observations up to t − 1. General loss function assignments transform sequential prediction problem into a decision problem [20, 27] .
There are two main formulations of the sequential prediction problem. The first is classical prediction where the underlying source is assumed known, and the observations are assumed identically distributed (not necessarily independent). The second formulation is universal prediction, where no specific assumptions are made about how the observed series is generated 1 . Conceptually, universal prediction compares the designed predictor to an indexed set M of stochastic sources (e.g. distributions, codes, or polynomials). The true observation generating mechanism is generally assumed to be a member of the predictor stochastic source set M [20, 28] . The universal prediction algorithm is expected to perform at least as well as the best member of set M in terms of prediction loss [19, 29, 30] . The universal predictor is not necessarily a member of M [30] , but can be created as a mixture of predictor set M [31] . Universal prediction formulation can be summarised as:
Let M be an indexed set of arbitrary predictors. There exist prediction strategies for each sequence x t−1 that can possibly be realised, which can predict essentially as well as the predictor in M that turns out to be best for that sequence "with hindsight" [19, 30] .
For example, a universal predictor may be compared to (or constructed from) a parametrised stochastic set {P θ , θ ∈ M} such as a set of memoryless Poisson sources, a finite set of kth-order Markov models, or a set of autoregressive models of order p [19, 20, 23, 29] . However, the sequential predictor performance generally depends on the predictor set M class "complexity" or richness, which quantifies the class type, size, and statistical regression between observations [19, 20, 23, 29] . Thus, a set of finite kth-order Markov models is more practical for the predictor design than the set of all arbitrary order Markov models due to the set size (see [20] for universality guarantee and indexed class size). If the predictor utilises Bayesian methods, a well-known Bayesian mixture model is constructed as a weighted linear sum of the parametrised sources. Bayesian mixture models are the most common algorithms for predictor design (see Bayesian mixture models and redundancy-capacity theorem for optimality analysis [20, 23, 28, 31] ). However, they are by no means the only available methods, nor perform well for all arbitrary loss functions [19, 29, 30] 
Statistical prediction
In broad terms, a sequential predictor is either fitted to the observations series, i.e. curve fitting or the observation generating stochastic distribution, i.e. density fitting to estimate future observations. Thus, statistical prediction is categorised based on the assumptions about the existence or non-existence of an underlying stochastic source, see [19, 20, 23, 29] . Statistical prediction is commonly presented under either probabilistic or deterministic settings. Prediction loss function, regret, and redundancy are discussed in Subsection 3.3, while Subsection 3.4 provides an overview of Bayesian-based techniques.
Probabilistic settings
The classical definition of the sequential prediction problem assumes an arbitrary known stochastic process {P θ , θ ∈ M} is responsible for generating the observations x t [21, 32, 33] . Accordingly, optimal prediction is formulated as the minimisation of the expected value of the predictor loss function [20, 23, 27, 28, 34] . For example, if {X t } is an arbitrary parametrised random source, the action a t =x t is set as next observation prediction, and the loss function is the squared distance l(a t , x t ) = E(a t − x t ) 2 then the optimal predictor will always choose the conditional mean as it is predicted value. One of the most well-known techniques that utilises this approach is the Kalman filter [24, 35, 36] (see Section 6) . Practically, the underlying stochastic process are unknown, so a replacement stochastic assignment Q is created based on the predictor set M of stochastic predictors. The performance of the designed sequential predictor Q is compared to the best predictor P in the class M. The designed predictor Q has asymptotically small prediction regret compared to P [29, 30] .
Deterministic settings
There are two sequential prediction approaches when the underlying source is assumed deterministic. The first is curve fitting, where a deterministic function f (x) is assumed responsible for generating the observations. Curve fitting generally exploits statistical regression in the observation series. Moving average and autoregressive linear models (see Section 7) are commonly used for deterministic settings prediction. The second approach seeks a universal deterministic predictor. The predictor avoids over-fitting the predictor to a specific sequence, i.e in deterministic settings, a predictor that is applicable to different sets of sequences [20, 37] . The predictor class set M is a set of polynomials or code sequences. This construction avoids probabilistic assumptions about the observation source. However, when the designed predictor Q is constructed from the predictor set class M, a prior probability distribution is often assumed [19, 30] .
Loss function and regret
One step-ahead prediction commonly seeks the estimated state value at the next prediction slot a =x. Alternatively, the action is set a t = p t x t |x t−1 as a conditional probability assignment to measure the confidence in next step prediction. Probabilistic prediction assignment provides more information about the state of the system compared to next event prediction. The loss in prediction is measured between the designed predictor's guess and the true value of x t . Absolute, squared distance measures are common for next event prediction, while log distance is commonly used for probabilistic settings prediction. However, 0/1 loss function poses a challenge to several universal prediction algorithms including Bayesian mixture models [29, 30] .
The predictor regret expresses the instantaneous loss due to choice of probability assignment Q rather than the true source P. Subsequently, redundancy loss refers to the statistical expectation of regret for an observation sequence of length n [20, 27] . For example, if a source Q is used in place of P, and a self information loss function is assumed a t = p t x t |x t−1 , l(a t , x t ) = − log p t x t |x t−1 then the redundancy loss limit to be achieved by an optimal predictor is the entropy rate of the source H(P) [20, 27] . In other words, no additional loss due to the use of Q [29, 30] . KL-divergence is commonly used to measure performance distance and can be defined by the cross entropy between P and Q as
d t is the instantaneous Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, and D n is the total distance counterpart [20, 38] . Other possible choices for distance between P and Q are absolute, squared, Hellinger, and absolute divergence distances [28] .
Bayesian methods for source assignment
Bayesian mixture models with self-information (entropy) loss were extensively studied in information and coding theory [28, 31, 34] . Bayesian algorithms are minimax optimal and are universal under self information loss functions [20, 23, 27] . They perform well under both probabilistic and deterministic non-stochastic settings [20, 27, 28, 38, 39] . Probability source assignment for Q is either parametric or non-parametric. The former assumes a single parametrised source Q = Pθ in the predictor set M, while the later assumes Q w as a mixture of sources with prior {w(θ), θ ∈ M} [27] . Mixture source assignment utilises a weighted linear sum of distributions {P θ , θ ∈ M} with a prior distribution on the predictor index set M [20, 23] . Using a non-negative normalised weighting function w(θ). The mixture model density function is defined as
The challenge in such models is the appropriate choice of the weights w(θ), i.e the prior distribution of the parameter θ ∈ M. Upper and lower loss bounds for Bayesian mixtures are defined using minimax and maximin approaches [20, 27] . Mixture models differ in terms of the size of the predictor index class C, stochastic class type P θ , and mixture prior w(θ). Different mixture models can be grouped into the four approaches:
Plug-in approach
This approach can be considered as a mixture model with the number of mixtures C = 1. The underlying source is assumed to be a single parametrised by θ. The chosen predictor Pθ probability function is created by estimating the value ofθ based on the series x t−1 . The parameter θ t =θ t x t−1 can be estimated using a maximum likelihood estimator [20, 24] . However, plug-in approaches are heuristic and lack theoretical justification [20, 23] .
Finite mixture models
In finite mixture models, the replacement source Q w is a sum of finite number of stochastic sources. The number of mixtures C < ∞ is generally decided beforehand based on the application objectives or through trial and error with different values of C. Prior distribution often set in advance (uninformative uniform distribution is common choice).
Expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm is used to estimate the parameter set θ ∈ M [24, 40, 41] .
Kernel density estimation
Kernel density estimation places a kernel, i.e a function that satisfies probability density axioms on each observation sample. The samples are assumed independent and identically distributed. The stochastic source Q w is defined as
h > 0 is the smoothing parameter, and the kernel K(., .) is a non-negative density function. Uniform, triangular, Epanechnikov, and normal kernels are some of common choices. [24, 40, 41] .
Infinite mixture models
When the class M size is infinite, the prior distribution on θ is a smooth continuous function. The prior distribution is generally assumed drawn from a hyper-parametrised distribution, i.e. a probability distribution over probability distributions. A common non-parametric Bayesian method is the Dirichlet process D(α, G), where α is concentration parameter, and G is the distribution over θ ∈ M. Samples of θ t at each time instant t are calculated iteratively from G using Monte-Carlo Markov chain methods. Infinite mixture model allows dynamic classification of data into clusters without having to specify the number of clusters in advance [40] [41] [42] .
Review
The flow chart in Fig. 4 highlights the temporal sequence spectrum occupancy prediction process presented in this section. This section focuses on model selection, while We present current spectrum occupancy prediction techniques using the statistical sequential prediction definition. Current spectrum occupancy research can be broadly divided into measurement campaigns and statistical occupancy modelling. Notably, spectrum measurements are often used to estimate the selected SOP model parameters. For the spectrum prediction either the measurements or the models can be used.
Spectrum measurement campaigns
A spectrum measurement campaign is an empirical data collection conducted for specific scenarios, e.g. indoor/outdoor, to collect spectrum occupancy samples on pre-selected frequency bands, e.g television white bands/cellular phones. Statistical analysis and estimation are conducted to generate an approximate statistical description of average power or channel occupancy. Though such modelling captures real-life spectrum occupancy scenarios, it is riddled with sampling inaccuracy, as well as spectral, spatial, and temporal dependency. However, the data collected in these measurement campaigns are utilised to infer a suitable class set M for the predictor design [7, 8, 43, 44] . Campaigns in Hong Kong in [44] and Melbourne [8] assessed spectrum occupancy patterns for a large section of radio spectrum. The survey by Chen and Oh [7] provides an intensive review of several measurement campaigns for selected wireless communication technologies. Figure 3 presents raw spectrogram results of spectrum monitoring experiment conducted in three different urban environments in Melbourne metropolitan [8] . The spectrum campaign addressed spectral allocation for cognitive radio device-to-device communications and small cell networks. The spectrum occupancy is quantised by comparing the received signal level to an adaptive detection threshold based on the noise power. Raw samples collected over all frequency sweeps are shown for three urban environment class. The work results indicated that frequency range 402-460 MHz and 520-820 MHz (vacated analogue TV band) are suitable candidate for DSA applications [8] .
Statistical occupancy modelling
Alternatively, statistical occupancy modelling estimates the observation generating mechanism often based on empirical samples. The scheme utilises a prior belief about the occupancy state and updates such belief as new observations are available. Given the estimated statistical model, spectrum occupancy prediction at future instances is achievable. Such models examine several statistical techniques with a major literature focus on Markov processes [10, 45] , Poisson processes [12, 13] , Bayesian models [9, 14] , neural networks [5, 11, 46] , linear regression [15, 16] , space vector machine [47] , pattern mining [48, 49] , and dictionary-based prediction [9] . In a sequential prediction framework, these techniques represent different parametrised predictor classes.
Prediction model selection
Parameters studied by spectrum occupancy modelling are (i) channel status, i.e prediction of the spectrum status as idle or busy, (ii) duty cycle, i.e. prediction of average fraction of time the spectrum channel is occupied, or (iii) signal/power, i.e. prediction of the power level on a specific channel. These occupancy series are modelled based on assumptions about their state space, loss function, and predictor action. For instance, channel status observation series can be modelled as an ON/OFF (2-state model) binary source model X = [0, 1], or more (e.g. 3-state model). Similarly, the predictor action a t is commonly modelled as one-step ahead state prediction, i.e. a t =x t or as a probabilistic assignment, i.e. a t = p x t |x t−1 . Common choices for loss functions are self information, 0/1 loss and mean square error, while regret and redundancy often adopt KL-divergence. However, the loss function in each proposal is often formulated based on the intended application (e.g. throughput, sensing accuracy, or handoff success rate). Performance comparison metrics such as secondary user's throughput, spectrum interference and wastage, and probability of error (or mean square error) are generally defined based on the probability density of the one step-ahead prediction, as well as, the prediction loss function. For example, the probability of incorrect prediction of an available spectrum hole generally describe spectrum interference or spectrum wastage [50] .
Consequently, spectrum occupancy prediction modelling is essentially the selection of a class M of predictors or the mixture of sources from class M. The choice of the predictor class is limited by the application requirements and constraints. For example, a set of finite kth-order Markov models is more practical for the predictor design than the set of all arbitrary order Markov models, due to the set size. Moreover, HMM model is suitable for finite state occupancy models one step-ahead prediction given the errors in the wireless channel, while Kalman filter is a more suitable for infinite state space scenarios. Kernel density estimation is rarely proposed for on-line prediction, but can be used to construct the probability density of selected predictor class. Ultimately, the sequential predictor performance depends on the predictor set M "complexity" or richness, which quantifies the class type, size, and statistical regression between observations [19, 20, 23, 29] . Table 1 provides a summary of the current techniques used for spectrum prediction in dynamic spectrum access systems. The fourth column in the table presents the sample space for the observation series. Finite sets (e.g. 
Duty cycle
Log-normal [43, 68] Signal/power Uniform [69] x
Finite order Markov models (Section 6) 2-state Markov chain [58, [79] [80] [81] [82] x
Channel status 3-state Markov chain [59] x
High-order Markov chain [84] x
Semi-Markov [85, 86] x ARIMA [66] Random walk [102] Machine learning statistical based techniques (Subsection 4.3)
Neural networks [51-53, 56, 57, 112] x
Duty cycle, channel status, or signal/power Support vector machine [47] Pattern mining [48, 49] ON/OFF) or infinite set (e.g. real space R) are presented. Additionally, state regression and dependency on previous events (e.g. first order Markov chain) are presented. Finally, occupancy series are displayed in the last column.
Prediction models classification
By dissociating the implementation requirements and assumptions from the stochastic components of the spectrum prediction model, the authors distinguish three major categories of parametrised predictor classes used in literature:
1. Memoryless stochastic sources classes (single source). This category contains a diverse set of parametrised sources including Bernoulli, Binomial, Poisson, exponential, uniform, and normal distributions. Such models are better suited for traffic such as internet of things, telemetry, and applications that use radio spectrum. 2. Finite order Markov chain class (finite source memory). The dominant choice is first order Markov chain with finite/infinite state space such as hidden Markov model, Kalman filters, and particle filters. These models are better suited for applications such as TCP/IP traffic.
Finite order linear regression source class.
Autoregressive (AR) and moving-average (MA) models along with ARMA, and ARIMA models assume linear regression in the observation series. This set of models is also suitable for TCP/IP traffic, with the advantage of low complexity implementation. 4. Machine learning-based techniques including neural networks, support vector machines, and pattern mining can be used for massive access network scenarios. Table 2 highlights few major advantages and disadvantages of different spectrum occupancy prediction categories. For example, stochastic memoryless modes ignores temporal correlation of the data, but suitable for low complexity single PU sparse channel usage scenarios. Similarly, finite Markov models are suitable for heavy-tail channel usage scenarios such as multimedia transfer. Markov-Bayesian mixtures can be used to model scenarios with multiple primary and secondary users. Finally, linear regression models exploit further past measurements with less complexity compared to finite state Markov models. Figure 5 summarizes the sequential prediction theory presented in Section 3 and maps current SOP techniques. The number of mixture sources C in the replacement source assignment Q differentiates mixture models (Subsection 3.4). The figure conceptually illustrates the modelled occupancy series as an input, where the selected mixture model produces the desired performance measure based on the selected loss function. Model classification presented in this section is displayed under mixture model framework. We present a review of current spectrum prediction techniques for each category in the next three sections. Section 5 presents single memoryless source approaches, Section 6 handles Markov-based models, while Section 7 presents linear statistical regression based prediction.
Machine learning-based techniques
Machine learning, data mining, and pattern recognition algorithms are based on existing statistical inference models. Kobayashi et al. [[24] , Chapter 21] discusses the statistical aspects of machine learning. Several classification and prediction techniques are a numerical methods based on a statistical prediction model. For example, artificial neural networks and HMM are numerical solutions of Bayesian /Markov models (particularly particle filer solutions). Similarly, support vector machine are numerical solutions of linear regression models.
Artificial intelligence and machine learning in spectrum prediction generally address the learning of predictor class parameters. The methods improve likelihood estimation for spectrum prediction problems with large sample size. For example, neural network genetic algorithms can be used for maximum likelihood estimation of HMM parameters [51] . Neural networks-based techniques are presented extensively in cognitive radio networks [18, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] , with application on spectrum prediction presented in [56, 57] . Support vector machines [47] , pattern mining [48, 49] , and dictionary-based prediction [9] were suggested for spectrum prediction and user activity modelling. The surveys in [17, 18, 54] discuss artificial intelligence and machine learning applications for dynamic spectrum access.
Spectrum occupancy prediction with memoryless stochastic source models
In this category, the observations are assumed independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables drawn from a single parametrised stochastic source. The series x t−1 has no conditional dependency on the prediction ofx t , i.e. models fall under this category are memoryless. Practically, one-step ahead prediction is not possible with such models. Thus, it is often combined with time correlated assumptions (e.g. Poisson Markov chain [58, 59] ) or used to estimate the stochastic source probability density function Q w from a training sequence. Models adopted in SOP proposals include the following:
Bernoulli trial process is the mathematical abstraction of repeated coin tossing. The random variable x t takes only the values 0 or 1 representing failure and success, respectively. The series x 1 , x 2 . . . x t−1 is assumed to be independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables, with probability mass function parametrised by ρ [24, 60] :
Where k is the number of trials, and ρ is the probability a certain outcome, e.g. ρ = p (X t = 1).
Binomial distribution models the probability of exactly k success in n trials, yielding the probability mass function parametrised by ρ as
Poisson distribution describes the probability of a number of k events in a time period with a constant average rate λ = k n [24, 60] :
The interval between events in a Poisson distributed process follows the negative exponential distribution parametrised by λ, with probability density function [24, 60] :
In spectrum occupancy literature, memoryless sources are not often used for one-step ahead prediction. However, this class of stochastic sources is frequently used to describe primary user activity. Bernoulli process have Fig. 5 Sequential prediction classification of spectrum prediction techniques been proposed in [61] [62] [63] to describe ON/OFF spectrum occupancy in spectrum sensing/access proposals. Similarly, Poisson process have been proposed in [58, 64] (2 states) and [59] (3 states) to model the arrival/departure process of the primary user. Exponentially distributed duty cycle models were presented based on queuing theory in [58, 59] . Similarly, proposals in [65, 66] suggested a non-exponential service time as a result for multiple primary users scheduling. In [9] , an exponential distribution to model inter-arrival time of the primary users was proposed to design a secondary contention algorithm. Joint cognitive radio spectrum sensing and prediction model in [67] proposed an exponential primary user prediction and estimated spectrum opportunity wastage and interference. Other primary user modelling efforts utilised an identical approaches with i.i.d events, but employed different probability distributions such as log-normal distribution [43, 68] , uniform distribution [69] , and binomial distribution [67, 70] . The choices were generally motivated by physical layer assumptions.
Spectrum occupancy prediction with finite order Markov models
Various Bayesian-based techniques utilise different assumptions about the observation sample space, the statistical regression, and the underlying stochastic process. The case when the probability of current event x t only depends on the probability of previous event x t−1 , i.e. p x t |x t−1 = p(x t |x t−1 ) is called Markov property [24] . Markov-based construction is attractive due to the desirable convergence properties of Markov chain-based models [71] [72] [73] [74] . Markov chain and partially observable Markov models are commonly used for spectrum occupancy modelling. Markov processes also include semi-Markov processes such M-order Markov chain with dependence on m previous events, i.e. x t−m , or explicit duration Markov chain (a form of continuous-time Markov chain), where the time spent on each state is not exponentially distributed [24, 75] . The main difference between proposals is the number of states assumed by different models and the proposal's loss function.
Bayesian Markov model
General Markov-based model in estimation theory utilises a Bayesian model framework as [76] :
The first equation is Chapman-Kolomogrov prediction equation, the second is Bayes rule update, while the last equation is normalisation factor [76] . This model is labelled doubly stochastic as it accounts for measurement error in x t−1 by defining the observation series y t−1 , while x t−1 is defined as the latent variable series. The latent state model is defined by the non-linear
, and v t an independent additive noise source. x t is distributed based on the probability p(x t |x t−1 ) defined as latent state Markov prior. The observations are defined as the dependent variable y t = h t (x t , u t ) , where h t is a non-linear function, and u t is an independent additive noise source (measurement error) [24] . The observation variable is distributed according to p(y t |x t ), defined as the observation likelihood probability. The conditional posterior probability p x t |y t−1 is recursively calculated from the prior and likelihood probabilities from an initial state distribution p(x 0 ). The equation set simplifies the probability assignment in the form p x t |y t−1 = p x t |x t−1 , y t−1 p x t−1 |y t−1 (Markov property). When implementing such model, the density p x t |y t−1 is either estimated using the prior/likelihood function or using kernel density estimation [36, 76] .
Markov chain process is the simplest Bayesian Markov model. It is assumed to be fully observable, and finite. Markov chain process is parametrised by transition probability and initial state distribution. Each element in the transition matrix is the probability p ij t , i.e. the probability of being in state j at time t given the system is currently in state i at time t − 1 [24, [76] [77] [78] .
Hidden Markov model (HMM) is partially observable Markov chains, i.e. observing a Markov chain through a noisy channel [24, 75] . HMM employs two finite sample sets for latent variables X and observations Y. The additional conditional probability of a system is at state i (x t = i ) to emit an observation (y t = j) is referred to as e ij or the emission probability. Figure 6 displays a snapshot of HMM state transition (connected lines).
Kalman filter is the optimal solution for linear Gaussian state space Markov-based models [24, 36, 76] . Non-linear predictors are often a sub-optimal variation of Kalman filter, such as extended Kalman filter, and unscented Kalman filter [24, 35, 36] .
Bayesian particle filters Particle filter methods utilise
Monte-Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) to approximate the conditional posterior probability assignment p x t |y t−1 or the full posterior probability p x t |y t−1 . They utilise either weighted samples of a plug-in probability assignment based on prior/likelihood or a mixture model based density [76] . In the spectrum modelling literature, Poisson Markov chain-based proposals in [58, 59] studied primary user interference and wastage. Two-state [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] and threestate discrete-time Markov [59] chain have been proposed to model the primary-secondary users stochastic behaviour. Similarly, higher-order Markov chains in [84] were used to detect the primary user traffic pattern. Explicit duration semi-Markov chains with generalised distribution of duty cycle time modelled primary user's inter-arrival time in [85, 86] , while continuous time Markov chain modelled primary user behaviour in [87, 88] . Moreover, hidden Markov model received wide attention in spectrum occupancy prediction literature [9, 14, 83, [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] . Liu et al. addressed the prediction confidence, and the error of a continuous time Markov chain model with Erlang-2 distribution model for primary user's activity [94] . K-step ahead prediction was studied in [95, 96] assuming a non-stationary HMM. Finally, works in [97, 98] utilised regularised particle filters with Kernel density estimation to model primary user activity in multi-primary and secondary user cases.
Spectrum occupancy prediction with finite order linear regression models
A special case of the general non-linear statistical regression for p x t |x t−1 , linear regression models focus on the linear dependency between the random variables x t , and x t−1 [24] . Autoregressive model AR (p = 0), and moving average (MA) (q = 0) are special cases of autoregressive moving-average. ARMA model ARMA(p, q) can be written as [24, 60] 
Where c is a constant that can be replaced with μ = E x {x t }. η t is a noise random variable that represents the uncertainty in sampling. φ i , θ i are the autoregressive, and moving average parameters. p, q are the order of the autoregressive and moving average components. Autoregressive integrated moving-average (ARIMA) process generalises the ARMA model to ARIMA (p, d, q) and written as [24, 60] L) x t is the difference operator, and d x t = (1 − L) d x t is the generalised difference operator. Setting the differencing degree d = 0 in ARIMA model will result in ARMA model, while setting p = q = 0, d = 1 results in a random walk model. ARMA and ARMIA assume no specific underlying stochastic process, but provides the regression between observation samples.
An autoregressive with Gaussian distributed random variables was used to model spectrum occupancy in [99] [100] [101] . Similarly, moving-average [100] and ARIMA [66] were proposed for spectrum occupancy status modelling. Random walk model was proposed in [102] to model spectrum occupancy duty cycle. Finally, an autoregressive model of decimal equivalent of a binary series model was proposed for primary user activity in [103] .
Cooperative spectrum prediction
Spectrum prediction in single secondary user environment is local spectrum prediction. Consequently, cooperative spectrum prediction in multi-user environment was proposed to improve the collective accuracy of spectrum occupancy prediction [98] . The term homogeneous cooperative prediction refers to the case when secondary users have identical detection performance in terms of channel conditions, e.g. signal to noise ratio. While heterogeneous cooperative prediction refers to the general case of non-identical secondary user detection performance. The latter scenario incorporates additional dependency on the spatial distribution [93] . Cooperative prediction fusion proposals are commonly classified into hard and soft fusion techniques.
Hard prediction fusion
For R cooperative users with a binary observation series d r ∈ {0, 1}, the predicted occupancy state at each cooperative user r at time instance t is defined as d r =x r (t). The cooperative decision D R (t) is M-out of-N rule written as [83] 
Where 1[..] is the indicator function. The three main rules for threshold M are: M = 1 the logical OR, M = N the logical AND, and M = N/2 is the majority decision rule.
Soft prediction fusion
If the data shared by each cooperative user r at time instance t is defined as d r = a r (t) = p r x t |y t−1 , or d r =x k (r). Then, the total cooperative decision D R (t) at each time instant t can be defined as a finite weighted sum of each user's data. The soft fusion prediction D R can be defined as
Where w r is a prior distribution on the R cooperative user. Soft fusion-based formulation on the predictive posterior probability p r (x t |y r,1:t−1 ) can be modelled as a linear mixture model. Let a non-negative normalised weighting function be w(θ) parametrised by θ, the mixture model is defined as p w x t |y 1:R,1:t−1 = θ p r x t |y r,1:t−1 , θ w(θ)dθ For a finite number of user R the mixture sum is p w x t |y 1:R,1:t−1 = R r=1 w r (θ) × p r x t |y r,1:t−1 , θ A diverse collection of techniques can be adopted for the prior w θ selection. Equal gain, maximal ratio, and selection combining fusion are the most common of these soft fusion techniques.
Equal gain fusion
Equal gain combining assumes all secondary users have an equal "weight", i.e. w r = 1 R , r ∈ {1, 2, .., R} , i.e. θ = R. This fusion strategy ignores the heterogeneous nature of secondary user's detection/prediction performance, as well as their spatial distribution. 
Selection combining
Selection combining uses the decision of the user with the best channel condition, e.g. signal to noise ratio ρ. The method overrules decisions made by all other cooperative user and uses the best user decisions [30] .
p w x t |y 1:R,1:t−1 = max ρ r p r x t |y r,0:t , ρ r
Maximal ratio fusion
Maximal ratio combining utilise SU signal to noise ratio ρ r in the prior w(θ), i.e. θ = ρ r : w r (ρ r ) = ρ r R r=1 ρ r Cooperative fusion of channel access decisions has been studied extensively in spectrum sensing using hard and soft fusion techniques [104] . But a limited number of studies focused on applications for one step ahead prediction. In our previous work on cooperative prediction [93] , we extended prediction error performance analysis for HMM predictors [83] . In [98] , cooperative prediction was proposed as a coalition game. Similarly, the studies in [67] proposed a majority hard fusion based cooperative prediction for binomially distributed predictions. Finally, Saad et al. [105] proposed a beta distribution prior for a linear Gaussian kernel density estimated PU activity. The study presented a trade-off between communication cost and prediction accuracy.
Spectrum occupancy prediction challenges
The survey in [6] discussed the issue of occupancy modelling validity based on the type and amount of traffic pattern. The survey presented several scenarios of possible implementation issues for primary user modelling. This section extends the survey, and presents theoretical challenges for SOP models.
Validity and complexity
Spectrum occupancy observation representation is limited by state space dimensionality. Spectrum samples have temporal, spectral, and spatial dependency. Proposed spectrum occupancy prediction models simplify assumption about spectral and spatial assumptions to avoid model complexity. To our knowledge, there are no multi-dimensional proposals for spectrum occupancy prediction. Moreover, the validity of any chosen model is generally questionable from dimensionality and universality perspective, as any assumption about the underlying observation process may not fit the actual behaviour. Few spectrum measurement campaigns invalidated several short-term prediction assumptions. Thus, validation through empirical spectrum campaigns is essential for any spectrum predictor design [8, 10] . For example in [106] , the popular i.i.d exponential duty cycle assumption is criticised as a model for short-term prediction. A Pareto distribution was proposed for long-term prediction, but short-term prediction was deemed application dependent, and technology specific.
Moreover, common challenges in sequential prediction theory are model over-fitting, and redundancy loss convergence guarantee. Model over-fitting refers to the case when a model is too complex, that renders it sensitive to small changes in observation statistics [19, 20, 23, 29] . Model complexity constraints the applicability of the prediction mode. The complexity of a specific class of predictors, i.e. class size and statistical regression affects the predictor convergence guarantee to the desired redundancy loss bound (see redundancy-capacity theorem [20, 23, 28, 31] ). Plug-in approaches simplify predictor design complexity using assumptions about the observation generating mechanism to achieve optimal predictor design. For example, a set of finite kth-order Markov models are more practical for predictor design compared to the set of all arbitrary order Markov models. Moreover, mixture models are more complex but allow empirical measurements-based source estimation. An example would be Dirichlet mixture process which often used to generate mixture prior distributions, but tracing convergence bounds becomes increasingly difficult for non-Gaussian mixtures for example [20, 28, 40] . Convergence bounds are calculated only for limited Bayesian mixture class/prior distribution pairs (for example, uniform prior/Epanchinkov kernel) [107] .
Cooperation and contention
Cooperative spectrum prediction faces the practical issue of common control channel design [97] . The amount of data shared between users sets a trade-off between spectrum prediction accuracy and control channel capacity [97] . Common control design for cooperative spectrum prediction in a multi-primary, user's environment is yet to develop in the spectrum prediction literature. Analysis of cooperative prediction using hierarchical Dirichlet processes is an interesting proposal to model cooperative spectrum prediction, that is not explored in SOP literature [40] .
Contention policy proposals for DSA systems are still under development in current literature. In single user case, reinforcement learning is suggested in some literature sources to model the spectrum occupancy [50, 108] . However, the study in [108] questions reinforcement learning as useful tool to improve spectrum occupancy modelling of their own spectrum campaign measurements. Multi-user game theory-based approaches are interesting candidates for multi-user spectrum prediction.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive survey and classification of spectrum occupancy prediction (SOP) based on theoretical sequential prediction framework. To the best of authors' knowledge, this review on spectrum occupancy prediction in literature is the first to consolidate current techniques based on sequential prediction theoretical framework. This classification approach highlights candidate techniques suitable for SOP scenarios not extensively covered in current literature. In the paper, we presented the definition and fundamentals of statistical sequential prediction. Then, we addressed predictor loss, regret, and Bayesian methods for underlying stochastic source assignment. Based on parametric and non-parametric mixture model framework, this paper classifies spectrum occupancy modelling approaches in literature based on predictor class selection. Predictor class selection categories of memoryless sources, Markov models, and linear regression models along with machinebased techniques were detailed based on current SOP literature proposals. SOP cooperative prediction based on hard and soft fusion techniques was discussed for multiuser scenarios. Finally, spectrum predication theoretical and practical challenges were presented and highlighted candidate techniques. 1 Probabilistic assumptions are made about the M sources prior, and under probabilistic action a t assumptions see [19, 29, 30] . 2 The major cases are 0/1 loss function for probabilistic action a t and 0/1 loss for ON/OFF non-stochastic observations, see [19, 29, 30] for analysis and [29, 30, 109] for Starkov codes, Hedge algorithm, and game theory approaches for sequential prediction. 
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